
                           SCAMS CIRCULATING DURING COVID-19 PANDEMIC

This is not not all-inclusive and may have been updated in the last few days.  It is only a small 
sampling of occurences that have aff ected some operators in the six-state southeastern area in 
which DDA is represented.  The most recent ones appear at top.

It is intended to the increase awareness of foodservice owners and employees during this 
challenging period and certainly not just a collection of anecdotes.

STIMULUS GIFT VOUCHERS for restaurants from the economic stimulus plan do not legally exist; 
do not accept.  Monies are being aff orded directly to individuals, couples and families, then they can 
purchase whatever they want, normally.  Having appeared in the Atlanta & Houston GMAs, it’s only a 
matter of time before it happens in your area, so do not succumb.

TAG-TEAM PICK-UP THEFT doesn’t just happen during hurricanes, and is most common with a 
female ordering right as you open and a male retrieving weekdays during peak times.  She places the 
order for a “group” (usually claiming to be from a utility company or a non-profi t) and pays online with 
a valid card after setting a pick-up time.  She includes in the online miscellaneous request box that 
she’ll be picking up around that time.  Then she’ll call right before the designated time to verify it’s 
ready.  Moments later, he comes in and states: “I’m here for the Bay County order.  I think it’s already 
been paid?”  Your hostess or expediter asks “What’s the name?” and the response is vague: “I’m not 
sure who called it in... there’s so many secretaries in there... I’m just here to pick up.”  He takes the 
food and shortly thereafter she shows up, wanting her order, eventually causing a scene, etc.  While 
owner-operators spend time trying to fi gure out who gave out the “wrong” order by reviewing POS 
transaction logs and watching security video footage (scammers know you probably don’t have time 
for that during a public crisis), the slick tag-team ends up with either a duplicate free order (read: 50% 
off ) or totally-free food with a simple dispute to the card issuer.  This is real.  Don’t let it happen to 
you; set a verifi cation policy.

DELIVERY DRIVER POSERS are claiming they’ll “work for tips only.”  In most cases, they’re either 
taking the food to consume themselves or to resell (i.e., pizzas), never intending to deliver or return.  
This is most common with pizza and sub chains (“I’m from the other Domino’s, here to help.”).

COUPON FRAUD is increasing near low-end motels near large-city interstate exits with individuals 
presenting coupons (some fake) such as “15% Off  With Room Key” so if you’re open for pick-up only, 
be wary: even if the coupon is real, the room key card might be expired or from elsewhere.

THEFT BY FAKE INTER-STORE TRANSFERS is rare, but it’s happening with some concepts that 
are experiencing spikes in drive-through service (McDonald’s, Hardee’s, Wendy’s, etc.â€”cases of 
burgers at a time).   Real transfers between multi-unit fast food operators is not uncommon.

 


